Abstract
Introduction
) and phenotypic (Marroig & Cheverud, 2005) covariance structure, and summarising the relationship between patterns expressed in P or G in a set of lineages and 138 their phylogenetic relatedness to a single value. In this manuscript, we explore novel methods to 139 circumvent these issues.
140

Objectives
141
The interplay between developmental and functional interactions, and their relationships with the 142 topology of adaptive landscapes may influence the divergence between covariance structure in 143 sister lineages. In the present work, we evaluate the stability of phenotypic covariance structure in 144 skull size and shape along the diversification of Anthropoid Primates. We build upon approaches 
156
Individuals in our sample are represented by 36 landmarks; these landmarks were registered 157 using a Polhemus 3Draw and a Microscribe 3DX for Platyrrhini and Catarrhini, respectively. were merged into a single database, retaining only those individuals in which all landmarks from 162 both sides were present. In the present work, we considered only covariance structure for the 163 symmetrical component of variation; therefore, prior to any analysis, we controlled the effects 164 of variation in assymmetry. We followed the procedure outlined in Klingenberg et al. (2002) 165 for bilateral structures by obtaining for each individual a symmetrical landmark configuration, 166 averaging each actual shape with its reflection along the sagittal plane.
167
We used this database to obtain local shape variables (Márquez et al., 2012) , which represent in-168 finitesimal volumetric expansions or retractions, calculated as the natural logarithm determinants 169 of derivatives of the thin-plate spline between each individual in our sample and a reference 170 shape (in our case, the mean shape for the entire sample, estimated from a Generalized Pro-171 crustes algorithm). Such derivatives were evaluated at the midpoints between pairs of landmarks 172 represented in Figure S1 , for a total of 38 local shape variables.
173
After obtaining these values, we estimated covariance P-matrices for size (represented by the 
Phylogenetic Decompostion of Matrix Diversity
192
In order to evaluate the distribution of covariance structure diversity during Anthropoid diversifi- 
where λ k (·) refers to the k-th eigenvalue obtained from the spectral decomposition of a given and Random Skewers similarity indicate that our conclusions would be the same regardless of 201 the metric used to characterize matrix similarity or dissimilarity.
202
Using these distances among P-matrices, we estimate matrix diversity at each node of the 203 phylogenetic tree of Anthropoidea using a measurement of the weighted distance among the 
205
For a fully resolved tree, diversity w i on node i is given by
where α and β represent the subsets of descendants from node i, and n refers to the number of 207 species on each set (n i for the total descendants of node i; n T for the total number of species 208 considered; n α and n β for the size of descending subsets). D ∆ (P α , P β ) represents the actual 209 distance between the two distributions P α and P β for descending nodes, as formulated by Rao
210
(1982):
where 
229
Characterizing Covariance Matrix Variation
230
The tests described in the previous section allow us to pinpoint which nodes contribute mostly 231 to divergence in covariance structure; however, these tests are not designed to properly describe 232 the actual changes in P-matrix structure that are responsible for such divergence. To actually 233 represent these changes in a comprehensible manner, we combine a number of ordination 234 techniques to reduce the dimensionality of the manifold that contains covariance matrices of size 235 p × p (Figure 1 ).
236
For a Riemannian manifold, there exists at least one bijective function defined in the neigh-
237
bourhood of a given covariance matrix M that maps the manifold to an Euclidean space -a 238 hyperplane with p(p − 1)/2 dimensions also contained in R p×p -and equips the manifold with a M,
represents one possible function. Here, the logarithm operator refers to matrix logarithm; for 243 symmetric positive-definite matrices, this transformation is equivalent to applying the usual 244 logarithm function to the eigenvalues of such matrix and reverting the spectral decomposition. 
248
We defined the average matrix among all sampled P-matrices as the location parameter M
249
to map the entire set of posterior P-matrices into an Euclidean space. We then used these 
255
We used the projections of P-matrices over these eigentensors as traits in a phylogenetic 
where W represents the matrix of phylogenetic distances between species; here, the distance 261 w ij between tips i and j is the sum of branch lengths from their last common ancestor to both 
where the exponential operator refers to matrix exponential. We used these covariance matrices are associated with the divergence in covariance structure associated with each pPC.
282
In order to characterize such divergence in covariance structure with respect to the uncertainty 283 in P-matrix estimation, we carried out the analyses described in this section with both mean use the phylogenetic PCA estimated over mean P-matrices in order to represent the phylogenetic 288 patterns described by each pPC.
289
We use the posterior distribution of mean SRD scores over traits and pPC to investigate whether 290 these changes in trait-specific covariance structure along Anthropoid diversification are randomly 291 distributed with respect to the skull regions delimited in Table S2 by comparing SRD scores 
Software
295
We performed all analyses under R 3.2.1 (R Core Team, 2015). We fitted Bayesian linear models Annat Haber, available at http://life.bio.sunysb.edu/morph/soft-R.html.
302
Results
303
The distribution of covariance matrix diversity along the Anthropoid phylogeny ( Figure 2a ) inertia is greater than the similarity produced by convergence in P-matrix structure.
323
Considering the distribution of matrix projections for each species on these pPCs (Figure 2b ),
324
we observe that the first Global pPC separates New World and Old Monkeys, while the second
325
Global pPC consists of a contrast between Atelids and Cebids, and the third Global pPC 8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31 32 can be explained by the effect of sample sizes ( Figure S4 ). These localized contrasts can thus be 331 explained on the account of substantial sample size differences between sister species.
332
The variation in trait-specific covariance structure described by these four phylogenetic Principal the pattern expressed by them should not be taken into account.
347
Discussion
348
Since its conception, the hypothesis that functional interactions among morphological traits 
378
In the same manner, the Basicranium originates from a set of thirteen condensations derived from 
479
Conclusions
480
The stability of shape covariance structure in Anthropoids may be a consequence of either York.
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